A membership with Meeting Professionals International provides countless benefits that will allow you to grow both personally and professionally. Our members tell us that these are the top five reasons for joining:

1. **Expand your professional capabilities through the MPI Academy's powerhouse of educational and career resources.** Gain clock hours with on-demand webinars, study for the CMP or future-proof your career through one of our many credential certificate programs.

2. **Local engagement and community involvement through your chapter.** Interact with your peers virtually and face-to-face at local chapter meetings and at MPI's global events. With more than 70 chapters and clubs throughout the world, MPI offers the largest localized industry network.

3. **Global connections will grow your network.** MPI has a global community of 60,000 meeting and event professionals including 15,000 engaged members and its Plan Your Meetings audience. It has nearly 70 chapters and clubs in more than 70 countries worldwide.

4. **Contribute to the advancement of your community and our industry by volunteering** on one of MPI's boards or as a chapter leader. Or join one of our nine MPI Communities to help enhance membership, community benefits and business resources for self-organized interest groups.

5. **Stay attuned to the latest relevant industry news and stories.** Get access to our award-winning magazine, The Meeting Professional and our weekly curated industry newsletters, MPI NewsBrief and MPI Pulse. For the latest trends and research, Meetings Outlook is a future-focused quarterly report that helps you stay ahead of our industry's sharp curve.

**Want more great reasons?** We've got too many for just this one page. If you have questions or want to speak directly with our team, you can contact us at +1.972.702.3053 or membership@mpi.org. Give us a call or join today by visiting mpi.org/join.